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INTRODUCTION

Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge 
We row for Rumanian kids! 
 
90 days on a small rowing boat in rough seas, 1 million strokes,  
continuously battling the elements and raising 100’000 CHF  
for orphans in Rumania: We - Laurenz, Luca, Marlin, Yves - accept 
all these challenges. The Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge  
is one of the toughest sport events and Pentru copii abandonati  
supports the poorest children in Rumania. Challenge meets  
Charity - you can be part of our success. We would love to have  
you on board for this unique project in 2017.

SWIMMERS HAVE THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.
MOUNTAINEERS HAVE THE EVEREST.

ROWERS HAVE THE ATLANTIC.
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TALISKER WHISKY ATLANTIC CHALLENGE – DESCRIPTION

The race is based on the historic crossing of the Atlantic ocean  
by Sir Chay Blyth and John Ridgeway in 1966. It took them 92 days  
to complete their voyage. While rowing, they were battling  
storms, facing waves of up to 15 meters ( 50 feet ), they spotted sharks  
and whales, and had to survive on near-starvation diets. It comes  
with no surprise that more people have been in outer space  
or climbed Mount Everest than have ever rowed across the Atlantic.

Inflammation, rashes and sleep deprivation make this crossing  
an unparalleled challenge - both physically and mentally. For these  
reasons, the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge is considered  
one of the toughest races on earth. Between the start in San Sebastian  

on the Canary Islands and the finish in English Harbour on Antigua  
( Caribbean Islands ), 3000 nautical miles of the second largest ocean  
on our planet have to be covered.

Once we leave safe haven in December 2017, we will face whatever  
mother nature throws at us, completely on our own, for up to  
90 days. Taking turns on the oars, the team will be rowing 24 hours  
a day, in shifts of two hours on, two hours off. This equates  
to 12 hours of rowing per person, per day, and ensures that the boat  
is relentlessly pushed towards the finish line in English Harbour.

This psychological and physical liminal experience will definitely  
leave a mark on our characters.  We would like to invite you to  
be part of our voyage and contribute to the first successful row across  
the Atlantic Ocean by a Swiss team. As a supporter, you will  
write sports history while simultaneously backing a unique project  
for orphans in Rumania: Pentru copii abandonati.
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CHALLENGE FACTS

EFFORT:  
1 MILLION STROKES

WATER CONSUMPTION:  
15 L PER DAY PER PERSON

DISTANCE:  
2600 NM ( 3000 MILES )

SCHEDULE: 
2 H ROWING, 2 H RECOVERY

CALORIES:  
12‘000 KCAL PER DAY PER PERSON  

( 50 MCDONALD‘S HAMBURGERS )

DURATION:  
40 TO 90 DAYS
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THE CHARITY

Pentru copii abandonati ( PeCA ) leads and supports social projects  
for abandoned children and their social environment in Rumania.  
The effort consists of material support, professional organisation as  
well as supervision and guidance. All projects aid the fulfillment  
of the basic needs of the residents of the children›s home and the local 
residents in need. It also aids the schooling and professional  
training of the children and their integration into Rumanian society.  
Our goal is to support the renovation of the two children’s homes  
« Casa Livezii » and « Casa Prichindel ». These homes provide shelter for  
orphans aged 3 to 20 years living in small families. The children  
and teenagers are actively integrated in shaping their daily routines  
and have specific chores to ensure an orderly household.  

They attend public schools or kindergartens and are assisted in their  
interests and hobbies. The care team puts emphasis on meaningful leisure 
time and activities. The children›s home is part of the local society,  
ensuring that the orphans can stay in touch with the population.

 
www.abandonati.ch 

http://www.abandonati.ch/
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THE TEAM – SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Yves Schultheiss 
18.07.1989 
Student (Social Work), University of Bern 
192 lbs / 6 ft 
Interests: Rowing, Philosophy and Pop-Culture, « Star Wars »

« Only he who dares being nothing can truly be everything. »

Luca Baltensperger 
08.05.1991 
Student (Law), University of Zurich 
196 lbs / 6.1 ft 
Interests: Mountaineering, Politics, Literature, Traveling

« Times of suffering shape the character and allow me to grow. »
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Laurenz Elsässer 
16.06.1991 
Walenstadt 
Helicopter pilot in Training 
159 lbs / 5.9 ft 
Interests: Outdoor sports, Reading, Aviatics

« I steadily increase my physical strain in form  
of managable and impassable hurdles, allowing me to  
continuously learn something new about myself. »

 

Marlin Strub 
28.08.1991 
Zürich 
Student ( Robotics ), ETH Zürich  
209 lbs / 6.1 ft 
Interests: Athletic sports, 70/80s Rock, Trecking, Psychology-Literature

« It is my firm belief that the biggest difference  
between the ordinary and the extraodinary is will power  
and determination. »

THE TEAM – SHORT BIOGRAPHY
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We met during our military service in Isone, where we were able  
to endure our fist collective borderline experiences. The physical and  
psychological demands of the selection process not only provided  
us with insights on our individual behaviors, but also on the functioning  
of us as a team under stress. This training created the highest levels  
of mutual trust in the ability and character in each of us. 
 
The idea to cross the Atlantic by sheer muscle power has fascinated  
us from the start and is linked to our performance oriented  
backgrounds. Ever since we heard of the Talisker Whisky Atlantic  
Challenge, we made sure to put in the effort to be as perfectly  
prepared as possible. To work up the courage to challenge our own  
limitations is a goal worth striving for. This race provides us with  
the optimal opportunity to leave our comfort zones and allows us to  
work on our personal development and gain new perspectives  
on life. We are positive that we will be able to benefit from this adventure 
for the rest of our lives. The chance to simultaneously inspire and  
support young individuals in need has contributed significantly to our  
determination to complete the challenge. Showing children that  
through determination and willpower one can achieve great goals  
is a case close to our hearts. We hope to inspire people and  
encourage them to follow their dreams. 
The path to Antigua might still be long and rough, as many of the  
challenges we will face are hard to forsee. One thing is certain,  
however; 100-percent effort and absolute commitment of the team.

THE TEAM – MOTIVATION

«CHARACTER CANNOT BE  
DEVELOPED IN EASE AND QUIET.  

ONLY THROUGH EXPERIENCE  
OF TRIAL AND SUFFERING CAN THE  

SOUL BE STRENGTHENED,  
AMBITION INSPIRED, AND SUCCESS  

ACHIEVED.» HELEN KELLER
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PREPARATION

Our training regime has been crafted with the help of ex-ocean-rowers, 
experts in the field of professional athletics and nutrition specialists.  
Before the race starts in 2017, we will not only prepare physically and  
mentally, but also obtain various technical certificates with focus  
on navigation and first aid on open waters. 
 
In terms of physical preparation, our training consists mostly of  
strength and strength-endurance, as well as rowing sessions on the lake  
of Zurich. And we have planned several small challenges for our  
psychological training, including a 24 hours event on the ergometer. 

Physical 
 

PHYSICAL STRENGTH TRAINING
STRENGTH-ENDURANCE-TRAINING
ROWING IN AS A TEAM 
 
 
Technical Qualifications ( compulsory ) 
 

RYA OCEAN YACHTMASTER THEORY 
( Navigation, Meteorology, Passage planning )

RYA SEA SURVIVAL   
( Savety Equipment )

RYA MARINE RADIO SHORT  

RANGE CERTIFICATE 
( Communication )

FIRST AID AT SEA 
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BUDGET
The total cost for the race is 139’200 CHF. 
 
All excess contributions will be forwarded to Pentru copii abandonati 
( PeCA ). Our goal is to reach the donation amount of 100’000 CHF  
for  PeCA. Donations of roughly 50’000 CHF are secured through the  
sale of the boat and equipment.

 
 

BOAT:  50‘000  CHF
EQUIPMENT:  25‘000  CHF
PROMOTION EVENTS: 3‘000  CHF
TECHNICAL TRAINING: 3‘500  CHF
STARTING FEE: 27‘500  CHF
SHIPPING: 20‘000  CHF
TRAVEL COST: 7‘200  CHF
INSURANCE BOAT: 1‘000  CHF
MISCELLANEOUS: 2‘000  CHF 
 
TOTAL: 139‘200  CHF
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The project provides a variety of investment possibilities suitable  
for every form of contribution. The listed categories describe the main  
options, however, individual arrangements are definitely possible,  
as well. Please feel free to contact us if you have any specific ideas.

All excess contributions will be forwarded to Pentru copii abandonati 
(PeCA). Our goal is to reach the donation amount of 100›000 CHF  
for  PeCA. Donations of roughly 50›000 CHF are secured through the  
sale of the boat and equipment. 

SPONSORING

«STRENGTH DOES NOT COME  
FROM WINNING. YOUR STRUGGLES  

DEVELOP YOUR STRENGTHS.  
WHEN YOU GO THROUGH HARDSHIPS  

AND DECIDE NOT TO SURRENDER,  
THAT IS STRENGTH.»  

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER
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SPONSORING – PACKAGES
Admiral – Main Sponsors

- Pre-Race Events:  
 Boat visiation and walkthrough, Goodbye aperitif party

- Post-Race-Event:  
 Talk at your company, presenting impressions and insights  
 of our crossing

- Autographed oar of our crossing

- Free utilization of our photos and film material

- Largest company logo on our boat and team jersey  
 ( worn during training sessions, media events and public appearances )

- Online presence with logo and link

- General promotion and branding in social networks

 
Caption – 10’000 CHF

- Pre-Race-Events: Goodbye aperitif party

- Post-Race-Event: Presenting impressions and insights of our crossing

- Company logo on the boat ( ca. 1 square meter ) and team jersey ( worn  
 during training sessions, media events and public appearances )

- Online presence with logo and link

- General promotion and branding in social networks

Matrose – 3’000 CHF

- Pre-Race-Events: Goodbye aperitif party

- Company logo on the boat ( ca. 0.5 square meter ) and team jersey   
 ( worn during training sessions, media events and public appearances )

- Online presence with logo and link

- General promotion and branding in social networks

 
Equipment-Partner

- Pre-Race-Events: Goodbye aperitif party

- Company logo on the boat ( area depends on contribution )  
 and team jersey ( worn during trainig sessions, media events and  
 public appearances )

- Online presence with logo and link

- General promotion and branding in social networks

 
Individual Supporters

- Buy-A-Mile: For 20.- CHF we will dedicate one mile of our adventure  
 to you. Your name will be on our boat and accompany us during  
 our crossing of the Atlantic. The more miles you buy, the bigger your  
 name is going to be.
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MEDIA PRESENCE

TOTAL REACH  
OF OVER 1 BILLION

37 MILLION VISITORS  
FROM OVER 100 COUNTRIES  

ON THE OFFICIAL RACE WEBSITE 3 NOTIFICATIONS FROM  
THE ROYAL HOUSE OF ENGLAND

726 ITEMS OF NEWS  
COVERAGE IN 27 COUNTRIES

AMONG OTHERS, PUBLICATIONS IN : 
THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH,  

GQ, BBC, THE MOSCOW TIMES,  
DAILYRECORD, YAHOO,  

SKY SPORTS, THE INDEPENDENT, 
20 MINUTEN

18 TV- AND RADIO BROADCASTS, 
SEVERAL DOCUMENTATIONS  
OF UP TO 45 MINUTES
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SWISS MOCE AN
c / o Mar l in S t rub
Buchwiesen 106

8052 Zür ich 
 

in fo @ swissmocean.ch
Tel . +41 79 849 45 88

Social Media

facebook.com/swissmocean

instagram.com/swissmocean

twitter.com/swissmocean

 
Websites

www.swissmocean.ch

www.taliskerwhiskyatlanticchallenge.com

www.atlanticcampaigns.com

www.abandonati.ch

SWISS MOCEAN 
c/o Marlin Strub 
Buchwiesen 106 
8052 Zürich 
 
info@swissmocean.ch

Tel. +41 79 849 45 88 

   

   

Sponsors

Design

Nora

 

Bertoli

 

(nbdgraphic.ch)

CONTACT

http://facebook.com/swissmocean 
https://www.instagram.com/swissmocean/
https://twitter.com/swissmocean
http://www.fotoschule-baur.ch/
http://www.nbgraphic.ch



